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Program Schedule
Area Hours

Area Friday
Registration 4 pm-10 pm
Art Show 8 pm-1 Opm
Art Show Auction 
Art Show Sales 
Reception 10 pm-12 m
Con Suite 4 pm-1 am
Hucksters Room 5 pm-8 pm 
Info & Volunteers4 pm-9 pm 
Dragonslair* 7 pm-9 pm
Space Cadets* 6:30 pm-11pm 
* Both will close for meals.

Saturday 
9:30 am-6 pm 
10 am-10 pm

Sunday 
9:30am-Noon 
10 am-Noon 
1:30 pm-2:30 pm 
1 pm-3 pm

9 am-1 am 9 am-4 pm
10 am-6 pm 10 am-3 pm
10 am-6 pm 10 am-3 pm
10 am-9 pm 10am-2 pm
9:45am-11 pm 9:45 am-3:15 pm

This schedule is subject to change. Please see Helmuth: Speaking for 
Boskone, the convention newsletter, for late-breaking changes.
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Friday 5-6 pro 3

The Program
• We again have many 30 minute items this year.
• All readings are 30 minutes unless marked as 1 hour.
• Please sign up for Kaffeeklatsches and Literary Beers at Information

Friday
5:00 pm

Five Things You Should Never Say to Your Favorite Authors 
When You Meet Them Gardner -Jess Hartley, Parris McBride, 
Mike Resnick, Edie Stern (m), Teresa Nielsen Hayden
People blurt out the most amazing things when tongue-tied. Here’s a chance to think 
about what to say before you meet your favorite author, and to chuckle about what other 
people have said (and done!) For example, while “here’s that check we talked about” 
rarely comes amiss, other topics should never arise. And arc there different rules for the 
autograph line, the ladies’ room, the bathtub of lime jello...?
Utopias and Dystopias Hampton - E Brett Cox, James Patrick 
Kelly (m), Ken MacLeod, Peter Weston
People have always been intrigued by the idea of a better existence. But one person’s 
utopia may be another’s dystopia - and even with the best of intentions, things can go 
horribly wrong. Non-coms and office managers run the world - and they’re not as easily 
manipulated as the intelligentsia or the lumpen-proletariat...what would it really take to 
institute “utopia” (or, totalitarian dystopia...and aren’t they really the same?) given that 
the people you need to establish and maintain it probably won’t be toeing the party line - 
unless you pay them enough, or otherwise distract them. So the inhabitants of utopia 
simply have to be better humans than we arc today?
Is Skepticism Skiffy? Jefferson- Jeffrey A. Carver, John R. 
Douglas (m), John Farrell, Ernest Lilley
Skepticism comes naturally to the fan of hard SF, but the majority of interesting stories 
requires a suspension of disbelief. How docs our attitude towards the ideas in science fic
tion stories relate to our perception of new ideas? And if SF fans are so open-minded and 
receptive to speculations, so much more mentally flexible than mundanes, why arc so ma
ny of us skeptical about the existence of ghosts or UFOs, and not quarks or black holes?

6:00 pm
What Editors Want From Artists Clarendon- Ginjer Buchanan, 
Irene Gallo, Thomas Kidd, George H Scithers (m)
Is it realism? A particular color? Seriously, many editors return to the same artists again 
and again. What sets these paragons apart? Style? Originality? A distinctive look or varied 
approach? Reliable telepathy? (Oh, and must the artist read the story; or what?) 
Annual Meeting of the Boskone J.D. Robb Get-Together and 
Critiquing Society Exeter - Deb Geisler, Janice Gelb, Priscilla Olson 
Go, Roarke! (Hmmm...as if much else needs to be said...?)



4 Friday 6-7 pm
Non-traditional Structures for the Multi-volume Novel Gardner - 
Debra Doyle, George R. R. Martin, Beth Meacham, Charles Stross 
Do most genre multivolumes actually have structures, beyond “Il’s too big, let’s cut it in 
three,” or “It sold big, so let’s have sequels”? What can we learn from Burroughs, 
Robinson, Rowling, Stephenson...or our own panelists? Which styles are most innova
tive? Which ones haven’t we attempted yet?
Horror in the Mainstrcam/Genre Hampton-/? Brett Cox (m), 
Dan Keohane, Steven Sawicki, Paul Tremblay
Join these panelists while they play hopscotch on the thin lines between horror, fantasy, 
and science fiction - and cross into the mainstream - in books, films, and other forms. 
We Want the Sequel! Jefferson -John R. Douglas (m), Geary 
Gravel, Fred Lerner, Ernest Lilley, Mike Resnick
The field may be plagued by (unnecessary?) mega-series but that doesn’t stop many of us 
wishing some singularly great works had successors. Aren’t you just dying to read “The 
Right Hand of Darkness”? “Fahrenheit 452?” “An Epithalamium for Leibowitz”? What 
else? Does the record suggest you’d like them if you actually got them?
How to Make SF More Inviting to Teens Kent - Ellen Asher, 
Bruce Coville, Sharon Lee, Clayton L. McNally (m), Mary Turzillo 
SF already attracts tons of teens via videogames, movies, anime, and comics: how can we 
get them into reading the stuff as well? Port it to text-messaging cellphones? Add more sex 
and disrespect for authority? Write hip-hop bildungsromans, or even more media tie-ins? 
If you’re a teen, please bring your two cents...
Great Space Opera Republic A - David G Hartwell (m), Waller H. 
Hunt, James D. Macdonald, Steve Macdonald, Ken MacLeod 
One can argue that space opera is the foundation of SF, but does it still have a place in SF 
today, several generations removed from the foundation? The term “Space Opera” is 
pejoratively used to describe a story set in space which could just as well have been set 
on Earth. Arc there stories which can only be told when set in space or is the epithet just? 
What makes great space opera great? Besides Ken MacLeod, who else is writing great 
space opera today?

6:30 pm
Reading by Allen Steele Dalton

7:00 pm
Filk Concert Clarendon - Benjamin Newman
Reading by Karl Schroeder Dalton
Drawing Monsters (for Kids) DragonsLair- Margaret Organ-Kean 
Come learn some monster drawing tips and techniques. Paper, pencil, markers all 
supplied - just bring your imagination!
Discussing “Infinite Crisis” Exeter- Michael A. Burstein
DC Comic’s “Infinite Crisis” is a sequel to the classic “Crisis on Infinite Earths” from 
twenty years ago. What do we all think of this new scries? How do wc think it will all end? 
The Heroine’s Journey Gardner - Esther Friesner, Rosemary 
Kirstein, Joshua B. Palmatier, Tamora Pierce (m), Cecilia Tan



Friday 7-8 pro 5
Dorothy, Lolly, Jircl, Telzcy, Podkayne, Lessa, Pyanfar, Rowan, Miri, Kei,
Coralinc...where (and why) are they going? How do they get there? Do they make the trip 
for knowledge, justice, love, or something else? Does their journey resemble any we might 
make in our own seemingly more ordinary lives?
Reading (etc.) - Internal or Published Chronology? Hampton - 
Ellen Asher, Sharon Lee (m), Steven Sawicki, Joe Siclari, Teresa 
Nielsen Hayden
Does reading (or watching) in the order published give you a better idea of the writer’s (or 
the writer's world’s?!) own development? Does going by internal date best show you the 
story/character arc in the way it was actually intended? Which way do publishers, 
writers, or readers prefer? In which series does it seem to matter most? Which should 
come first, “The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe” or “The Magician’s Nephew”? Star 
Wars4 or Star Warsi? Come up with some other good examples.
Astronomical Art Jefferson - William Hartmann
Unlike with virtually every other form of realistic art, the astronomical artist must paint a 
picture depicting a real place that he can never sec, or secs only fuzzily at a great distance. 
How does he do it? And how docs he get it right? (And why does it matter?) While our 
Science Speaker has a Ph.D in astronomy, he is also known as an astronomical artist, and 
was a recent Artist Guest of Honor at Baycon.
Ghosts on TV: Why Are There So Many Spirits on the Screen 
These Days? Kent - Patricia Bray, Don D’Ammassa, Mary Ann 
Johanson, Faye Bingel (m)
While the traditional ghost stoiy is slow to revive, ghosts in episodic TV are now 
commonplace. What is behind this phenomenon in series such as “Rescue Me,” “Ghost 
Whisperer” and the like? How do the hauntings (benevolent or malevolent) affect the 
show and the audience?
Trends in SF Publishing: Technology Republic A - Cory Doctorow, 
James Patrick Kelly, Clayton McNally, Steve Miller (m), Shara Zoll 
Has there really been a paradigm shift in publishing - from books to “content”? What’s 
going on beyond the printed page - from micro-presses, e-books, podcasts, and the like?

7:30 pm
Literary Beer with Elizabeth Bear and Kathryn Cramer Hotel Bar 
Filk Concert with Bob Rosenfeld Clarendon
Reading by Debra Doyle and James D. Macdonald Dalton

8:00 pm
The Ideal Reader Clarendon - Gregory Feeley, Greer Gilman, 
Mary A. Turzillo (m)
What makes the perfect peruser of a genre story? Attention, patience, a willingness to 
learn, laugh, be moved? A memory for other works? A tuned-up bulldust detector? 1 low 
much does a reader’s own experience inform the story? Must we know science or believe 
in magic? Do we read differently as the years go by? Can we ever become perfect at it? 
Reading by Paul Levinson Dalton
Tamora Pierce Reading DragonsLair



6 Friday 8-9 pm
The Hidden Fortress and Star Wars Exeter - Mary Ann Johanson, 
Jim Mann (m), Timothy P. Szczesuil
Did George Lucas get many of his brilliantly original ideas for the first “Star Wars” from a 
certain lighthearted 1958 Japanese black-and-white epic? The panel will speculate 
whether Lucas ever actually said, “Help me Akira Kurosawa; you’re my only hope.” 
(Then - watch the movie at 5:10 pm Saturday and make your own decision!)
What is Human? Gardner-Judith Berman, Jeffrey A. Carver (m), 
Thomas A. Easton, Robert I. Katz, Shariann Lewitt
How one defines “human” depends (possibly?) on the point of view of the person asking 
the question. What *is* human from different perspectives - anthropological, mythologi
cal, religious, cultural? How might biological high-tech (designer genomes, modifications, 
and that wonderful/scary/closcr-than-you-might- think stull) change the definitions?
Scotty, I Need More Bandwidth: Managing Information Streams 
Hampton- John McDaid, Naomi Novik, Sheila Perry (m), John Scalzi, 
Shara Zoll
Water, water everywhere, and not a drop to drink?! Many of us arc already drowning in a 
sea of information (and misinformation) when we really just want the good stuff... Does 
having more bandwidth help or hinder? How do you keep tabs on the information 
industry’s output? What if you had a direct neural connection? - Would it help you to 
manage all those online information streams before your brain explodes?
Performance Workshop Jefferson - Steve Macdonald
Terrified of getting up to sing for an audience? Looking for ways to improve your per
formance? Get some practical tips here.
Distracting Departures from Canon Kent - Geary Gravel, David 
G. Hartwell, Joe Siclari (m)
What points of details, or off-tones, instantly ejected you from the book or movie? Why? 
The Scottish Panel: How the Scots Invented the Future World 
Republic A- Vince Docherty, Ken MacLeod, MarkL. Olson (m), 
Patrick Nielsen Hayden, Charles Stross
Scots have long been leaders in technological innovation - one book recently made the 
case that much of our modem world grew out of a few thinkers two centuries ago in Scot
land. Scotland today is home to some of the best SF writers in the field,. Is this coinci
dence, or does Scotland or the Scottish experience influence the writing of SF? Talk about 
the influence of Scotland on SF. (And arc there any up- and-coming Scottish writers we 
should be watching?)

8:30 pm
Literary Beer with James D. Macdonald & Cecilia Tan Hotel Bar

9:00 pm
Filking Begins in Clarendon
Reading by Sharon Lee and Steve Miller Dalton
The Development of the Big Bang Theory Exeter -John Farrell 
Find out about the work of Georges Lemaitre, and how it laid the groundwork for the Big 
Bang theory.



FridagGpra-SatardaglOam 7
What I’ve Learned From Fandom Gardner -Lenny Bailes, Vince 
Docherty, Parris McBride (m), Mike Resnick, Peter Weston 
Good...bad? Silly or serious? Have fun!
Building Worlds with History Hampton - Darlene Marshall, Debra 
Doyle, Leigh Grossman (m), Naomi Novik
It is almost trite these days to note the layers of deep history that underlie I,ord of the 
Rings and gave it depth and richness missing from fantasy like Conan. OK, a world needs 
history which never shows up in the stories. How do you go about building that history? 
Do you need to be a real-world history buff? Do you copy from our history' or make it 
up from whole cloth? Is there such a thing as too much history for the good of the story 
or the good of the writer? Should an aspiring fantasy writer start out by constructing the 
history or docs the history just grow?
Grim’s Fairy Cabaret Republic B -John M. Ford. Tom Courtney, 
Dave Grubbs, Chip Hitchcock, Ellen Kushner, Suford Lewis, Elise 
Matthesen, Gary McGath, Delia Sherman, Kip Williams.
Some of our favorite fairy tales reconsidered in songs comic to torchy. Lyrics by John M. 
Ford.

9:30 pm
Reading by Cecilia Tan Dalton

10:00 pm
Art Show Reception
Open to all. Come by and appreciate art, alcohol, and each other’s artful conversation.
The Sonic Explorers will provide background music.
Reading by Ellen Kushner and Delia Sherman Dalton
Sex and Technology Gardner - Beth Bernobich, Jess Hartley (m), 
Cecilia Tan
(Not exactly the panel you might think it is...) The automobile...the movie...the 
Internet...then? How has modern technology affected sex? What lies ahead - virtual 
reality harems? Computer-enhanced marital aids?The Orgasmatron? What can we look 
forward to? (and is this not all a Good Thing?)
Trivia for Chocolate Hampton -MarkL. Olson, Priscilla Olson
You answer the questions, you gel the chocolate. That’s about it!

Saturday
10:00 am

The SF Community and the Cancer Connection: a Dialog 
Clarendon - Gregory Feeley, Priscilla Olson
Cancer...a scary word. But what used to be seen as a single fatal disease is now recognized 
as a plethora of different conditions which share the common characteristic of a severely- 
disrupted cell cycle...But - this dialog is not meant to be a medical treatise or a catalog of 
woes, but a frank discussion of how it’s affected (so recently it seems!) so many members 
of our tight-knit community, and what people do to avoid being “victims.”



8 Saturday 10 nin
Reading by Patricia Bray Conference
Kaffeeklatsch with Ken MacLeod & Tamora Pierce Commonwealth
Reading by Melissa Scott Dalton
Fun and Games DragonsLair- Walter H. Hunt
Author and Dad, Walter Hunt, will come start the day oil with a great selection of fun and 
games.
Classic Kid Flicks Exeter - Bob Devney, Bob Eggleton, MaryAnn 
Johanson, Daniel Kimmel (m), Wen Spencer
What genre DVDs should we get for our kids (or grandkids)? Which arc really worth their 
seeing 38 times, and burning into their neural pathways forever? Any we might actually 
enjoy too? What’s the proper mix of realism, fantasy, and lecturing to be the right (kids’) 
stuff? Let’s talk about everything from “The Wizard of Oz” to “The Last Unicorn” to 
“My Neighbor Totoro” to “The Land Before Time” to the newest Narnia, and separate 
the neat from the pap.
The New Classics - What Are They? Gardner - David G 
Hartwell, Jim Mann, Peter Weston (m), Eleanor Wood 
What makes them great? Are there more assuredly classic works from outside the U.S. 
recently? Are today’s examples actually better than yesteryear’s? Must a great book be 
great all the way through? Can comedy ever qualify? In the end, who decides - the critics’ 
voice or the peoples’ choice?
How Much Science Should SF Contain? Hampton - William 
Hartmann, Geoffrey A. Landis, ChadOrzel (m), George H. 
Scithers, Ann Tonsor Zeddies
Hugo Gemsback made SF exist to teach science. Is this a foundational idea for of all of SF 
or a horrible error from which we’re still trying to escape? Why do we care if the science is 
right if the story is good? Much of SF seems to get along quite nicely with no discernable 
reality in its physics, yet there is also the occasional masterpiece which is a masterpiece 
because of its science content. Is the issue the technical details or is it a general approach 
to the universe that is important? And what do SF authors typically get right or wrong?
Slide Show’ by Margaret Organ-Kean Jefferson
Online Writing and Online Communities Kent- Lenny Bailes, 
Tobias Buckell, James D. Macdonald, John Scalzi (m), Teresa 
Nielsen Hayden
How are online writing groups different from traditional fanzine or workshop communities? 
Do fanfic covens count? We’ll discuss the pros and cons of a wide-open w eblog versus 
LiveJournal versus listserver. Are WTitcrs in these groups just preaching to the cyberchoir?
Is Fantasy Necessary? Republic A-Bruce Coville, Debra Doyle, 
Sarah Monette, Mary A. Turzillo (m)
Edward Abbey said, “I see more poetry in a chunk of quartzite than in a make-believe 
wood nymph, more beauty in the revelations of a verifiable intellectual construction than 
in w'hole misty empires of obsolete mythology.” If this is so, why do so many of us flock 
to read fantasy? Discuss (without bloodshed, if possible).
Special Guest Speech by Cory Doctorow Republic B
It’s difficult to think of any science fiction writer working today who packs more inter-



Saturday 10=30am-11 am 9
esting ideas into every single sentence than our Special Guest...as you’re about to hear...

10:30 am
Reading by Clayton L. McNally Conference
Reading by Charles Stross Dalton

11:00 am
Autographing by Robert I. Katz, Ken MacLeod, George R. R.
Martin Const. Foyer
Writing for Games Clarendon -James Cambias (m), Leigh 
Grossman, Jess Hartley, Naomi Novik
How does writing for games differ from writing short fiction or novels? How is the pro
cess of writing similar? Can an author of a game effectively use the format to communi
cate information as well as provide entertainment? On the flip-side, how can an author re
create the experience of a game in a novel format?
Reading by Don D’Ammassa Conference
Kaffeeklatsch with Michael Burstein&Dan Hatch Commonwealth 
Fans of Fountain Pens (and Other Writing Implements) Common
wealth - Sheila M. Perry
Fountain pen show-and-tell. There will be a selection of pens and ink for people to 
(gently) try out. Bring your own and show off!
Reading by Esther Friesner Dalton
Astronomical Art for Kids DragonsLair - Charlene Taylor D ’Alessio
Rlack paper, oil pastels and your imagination take you out into the universe!
Going to a Higher Domain: Expanding Internet Connectivity 
Beyond Earth Exeter - Linda Fuhrman, Peter Olson, Larry 
Pfeffer(m)
How could you connect to interplanetary' probes? Block spam from the asteroid belt? 
(And does Mars really want our women?)
Space and Sensibility: Channeling Jane Austen? Gardner-James 
D. Macdonald (m), Beth Meacham, Sarah Monette, Delia Sherman, 
Teresa Nielsen Hayden
It is a truth universally acknowledged that any beloved (and why?) classic will inevitably 
form the foundation for works of art which reflect the age and the media in which they 
appear at least as much as they reflect their source. Is it not therefore to be wondered at 
that the matter and manner of the distinguished Authoress of Emma and Pride and 
Prejudice should be adopted by a class of writers generally more concerned with the head 
than the heart, the spirit of adventure than the spirit of domestic intrigue? Additionally, it 
can little be wondered that the volumes of a certain Lady have engaged the general good 
opinion of a later and more celestially inclined generation. We may, indeed, readily list 
estimable Authors who have attempted to catch something of her style. Yet might not any 
attempt to draw a portrait of a mannered society impart a sympathetic coincidence of 
feeling? Is this preference but the fashion of a moment, or a phenomenon of more 
respectable permanence? White gloves optional. Tea will not be served. La!



10 Saturday Ito-12 noon
Paying the Piper at the Gates of Dawn Hampton -Judith Berman, 
Dan Keohane, Paul Levinson (m), Paul Park, Tamora Pierce 
How can ordinary people face the numinous? What changes when you come face to face 
with divinity? Can it hurt?
Slide Show by Thomas Kidd Jefferson
Myths and the Mainstream Kent - Elizabeth Bear, F. Brett Cox, 
Gregory Feeley (m), Greer Gilman
There arc plans afoot to publish dozens of novels dramatizing mythological themes by 
celebrated mainstream writers. But...but...haven’t SF/F writers been doing this all along? 
Why is mythological fantasy (or ncar-fantasy) now respectably literary? Can we get in on 
the action too?
Is Science Fiction Necessary? Republic A - Tobias Buckell, 
Rosemary Kirstein, Chad Orzel (m), Karl Schroeder, Charles Stress 
I laven’t we won? Aren't SF ideas, vocabulary, themes and predictions now deeply em
bedded in the popular culture? Aren't a disproportionate percentage of popular movies 
from our genres? Don’t mainstream authors at all levels of seriousness dip into the slip
stream every day? So, what’s our mission now*? What worlds arc left to conquer - and why? 
The Latest News from Mars Republic B - William Hartmann 
Dr. Hartmann, an internationally known planetar*' scientist, served on NASA’s Mars 
Global Surveyor Mission. He reviews the goals of that program and the latest findings 
from Mars - including the status of the quest for life. His books include nonfiction 
("Traveler’s Guide to Mars") and fiction (“Mars Underground”). Find out why he was 
chosen to be NESFA’s “Hal Clement Science Speaker” at Boskone 43.
Reading by Shariann Lewitt Conference

11:30 am
Reading by Michael F. Flynn Dalton

12:00 noon
Portraiture: A Live Painting Demonstration by Donato Giancola 
Art Show
Ever want to get into the mind of an artist? Aside from a brain transplant, this might be 
the closest thing. Witness the rare event of live painting in oils as Donato shares his 
technique, palette, and craft while creating a portrait. From sketch to finish, the aesthetic 
and technical decisions the artist makes will be laid bare for observation and comments. 
Autographing with William Hartmann, Walter H. Hunt, Elaine 
Isaak, and Melissa Scott Const. Foyer
How to Watch a Movie Clarendon - Bob Devney, MaryAnn 
Johanson (m), Daniel Kimmel, Jim Mann
Arc you enjoying yourself? What flick did the writer and director want to make? Is this 
it? What would this bit be without the music? What colors did the moviemakers select to 
manipulate the mood? Is the dialog smarter than the characters who deliver it? (Or worse, 
dumber?) If you don’t want to sleep with one of the leads, why the miscasting? After
wards, arc you a better person?
Reading by Wen Spencer Conference



SafardaglZnoon 11
Kaffeeklatsch: John Douglas & George Scithers Commonwealth 
Reading by Bruce Coville Dalton
Fantasy Ballads: Storytelling in Song Exeter - Greer Gilman, 
Rosemary Kirstein, Faye Ringel (m), Delia Sherman
“As 1 was a-walking the high halls of Boskone I As 1 walked out into Boskone one dee / A 
leather-clad lady (?) she practically jumped me / Ah, ‘twas the best Boskone I ever may 
see...” Well...what can the well-done fantasy ballad teach us about elegance and economy, 
compression and character, worldbuilding and wish fulfillment?
Net News: If It’s On the Net It Must Be True Gardner - Kathryn 
Cramer, Daniel Dern, Dan Hatch (m), John McDaid, Sheila Perry 
Can you trust the next blog better than the next barstool? Is the net quickly (surely?!) 
self-correcting? Or, does a lie that’s interesting (or in somebody’s interest) gel to screens 
around the world before truth gets its modem on? Which stories has the net broken wide 
(and which were true)? How do you evaluate the material?
Short SF Hampton - James Patrick Kelly (m), Geoffrey A. Landis, 
Steven Popkes, Allen Steele
The Nigerian writer Ben Okri says “A novel is a river, but a short story is a glass of 
water.” Can a short story grow from a novel? How many good ideas should one short 
story have? Is the net the most promising short fiction market since the pulps? Do 
shorter works make the best movies? What good short SF/F/H has been wTittcn lately? 
Who’s hot, and what’s new?
ARES: the Mars Airplane (The Wright Brothers Meet Ray 
Bradbury) Jefferson - Linda Fuhrman, Larry Pfeffer
Why fly an airplane where there’s almost no air? For science, on Mars! A Mars airplane 
can gather vital data that rovers and orbiters can’t. But - Hying the Martian skies isn’t 
easy. Thin atmosphere and no oxygen point toward a unique folding airplane, propelled by 
rockets. Come learn about the goals, challenges, and plans for ARES’ flight above Mars. 
The Rough Guide to Fandom Kent- Janice Gelb, Laurie Mann, 
Geri Sullivan (m), Peter Weston
You’re the editorial board for a new ‘Rough Guide” book. What gets included? (Audience 
help greatly appreciated!)
Food - Great and Terrible-in SF and Fantasy Republic A- 
Judith Berman (m), James Cambias, Esther Friesner, Craig Shaw 
Gardner, Naomi Novik
Let’s serve up a tasty discussion of everything from Tolkien’s waybread, Bujold’s bug 
butter, and fandom’s crottled creeps to White’s braided ropes of spaghetti inhaled by a 
giant intelligent butterfly. Have our genres done enough w ith such a biological basic? What 
ET eats have been most imaginative? Which actually whet your appetite? Which 
wouldn’t you cat on a bet?
The Singularity: Vernor’s Turd? Republic R-MarkL. Olson (m), 
Karl Schroeder, Edie Stern, Charles Stross
The singularity is possibly the most interesting single idea to come out of SF and yet it 
also may pose a challenge that SF is incapable of overcoming - for if there is a singularity 
in our future, then how can we hope to write about it? How can we ever hope to set a



12 Saturday 12 noon -1 pm
story in a world which is, by definition, incomprehensible? Assume for the duration of 
this panel that a singularity does lurk within a hundred years after the invention of the 
computer: does this mean that hard SF is a contradiction in terms once it gets outside the 
near future? How can SF stories cope with it? Or should they just ignore it and move on? 
(And what is this title about, anyway?)

12:30 pm
Literary Beer with Dan Keohane, Sharon Lee, Steve Miller Hotel 
Bar
Reading by Steven Sawicki Conference
Reading by Mike Resnick Dalton

1:00 pm
Autographing with Jeffrey A. Carver, Jess Hartley, Tamora 
Pierce, Mike Resnick Const. Foyer
The Books That Ate My House Clarendon -Patricia Bray (m), 
Don D Ammassa, Geary Gravel, Parris McBride, Joe Siclari 
When SF fans admit (w'ith a certain embarrassment, to be sure) “I have piles,” they may 
not mean what outsiders think. Let’s talk about the challenges of living with way too 
many books, confess (OK, boast) about how many we have, and discuss possible 
solutions. Tesseract-shaped bookcases? Beating fuel prices in inventive new ways (hmm, 
what is the insulating value of paper?)? Or even <shudder> getting rid of some...?
Reading by Darrell Schweitzer Conference
Kaffeeklatsch with Ginjer Buchanan &Tom Kidd Commonwealth 
Reading by Paul Park Dalton
Daggers and Shields and Swords, Oh My! DragonsLair
Have at you! Witness the subtle skills of attack, parry, and grapple, as the combat arts of 
the sword and buckler. dagger, longsword. and smallsword arc brought to life from 
forgotten manuals in this presentation by the Higgins Armory Sword Guild.
Do Androids Dream of Electric Cure-Alls? Exeter — Tom Easton 
A.k.a- Weird Medical Devices. When electricity was new, it was peddled as the thing for 
muscle aches, baldness, and even cancer. At first, this meant patients had to undergo drama
tic shocks. By the early 20th century, the panacea was based on Tesla coils and it involved 
enough weird glows and sparks to convince anyone that something marvelous was hap
pening. Find out more when Tom Easton, our own Professor of Weird Science, brings his 
violet ray machines to Boskone. Volunteer “patients” will be recruited from the audience.
Genius Loci: How Setting Influences and Structures the Story 
Gardner — Elizabeth Bear, Elaine Isaak (m), Ellen Kushner, Sarah 
Monette, Joshua B. Palmatier
How do the vast arc of the Ringworld, the snug hills of the Shire, the treeless plazas of 
Trantor shape their stories’ characters and events? Docs local color bewitch or bore the 
reader? (Docs it even matter? - and how?) Are real places easier to evoke than imaginary 
ones? What SF/F/H settings can’t you forget?
Reading by Cory Doctorow Hampton



Saturday 1-130 pm 13
Getting “Lost” - the Continuing Saga (and Discussion Thereof) 
Jefferson-Claire Anderson, MaryAnn Johanson, Paul Levinson, 
Priscilla Olson (m)
Do we really know any more about the island than we did last year? Like - how many 
groups really are running around out there anyway? Arc there any moles among the 
Lostaways? What’s up with Walt? What about the numbers? The Monster? Turniphead?
No Pantomime Lions: Narnia and CGI Kent-Susan Hanniford 
Crowley (m), Boh Eggleton, Chip Hitchcock, Omar Rayyan
C. S. Lewis said that he wanted no live-action film of Narnia ever to be made because he 
couldn’t imagine Aslan as a pantomime lion. Yet “The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe” 
was made and made very successfully. What does it take to realize a complex world like 
Narnia? What technology? And since technology obviously isn’t enough, what else is 
needed? Is this different than a traditional film? (And would Lewis have approved of the 
Aslan we saw?). I low do advances in CGI affect the way stories can be told on film - and 
is this good or bad (overall)?
Featured Filker Concert Republic A-Steve Macdonald
Our guest minstrel specializes in the shortest distance between lamentation and laughter 
(as well as the longest possible hair). Come hear his talcs of crying for lost love and 
computing by gaslight; his songs of cold killers and hot photons, rich relationships and 
inexpensive valentines; his tributes to flightless dragons and flying Dutchmen, the 
brothers Montgolfier and the emperor Ming.
Political SF Republic B - Daniel Hatch, Ken MacLeod, Patrick 
Nielsen Hayden, John Scalzi (m)
Real world and utopian politics have informed the writings of some of the best in the 
genre. Who, how, and why? And does SF require new politics, or can it work with familiar 
politics in a new setting? (Please check all flamethrowers at the door - this is not a panel 
that debates contemporary political philosophies, except as they apply to contemporary 
works of SF.)

1:30 pm
Literary Beer with Tobias Buckell & Michael F. Flynn Hotel Bar 
Reading by Dan Keohane Conference
Reading by Walter H. Hunt Dalton
Jedi Lightsaber Techniques of the Sword Masters DragonsLair 
Many of the lightsaber techniques we see in the Star Wars movies are based on the 
Japanese katana and European longsword traditions. Come and watch a lightsaber 
demonstration based on historically accurate techniques for the longsword used by 
knights during the Middle Ages. May the Force be with you!
The Future of Health Care Systems Exeter - Robert I. Katz
TTie future of health care will contain numerous marvels, most of which writers of speculative 
fiction have prepared us for for years: cloning, robot surgery, cybernetics, etc. In addition to 
the technological, however, our health care system will be undergoing profound changes. These 
include the downsizing of most hospitals, a nationwide decrease in hospital beds, and the 
outsourcing of health care to the clinic and the home. This talk will focus on those and oilier 
expected changes to the American system of health care in the near future.
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Dueling Easels Art Show - Margaret Organ-Kean, Omar Rayyan 
Autographing with Rosemary Kirstein, Clayton L. McNally, 
Mary A. Turzillo Const. Foyer
Learning the (Small Press) World: A Dialog Clarendon - Ernest 
Lilley Steve Miller
What are the practicalities and pitfalls of publicity, production, pricing, and marketing? 
How do you build relationships with writers? Is cover art important? Will you sell better 
in the stores or on the net? What genre presses have succeeded, and how? How can yours 
stand out? And, as the joke goes, how do you make $1 million running a small press?
(Start with $2 million...?)
Reading by Beth Bernobich Conference
Kaffeeklatsch with Naomi Novik & Mike Resnick Commonwealth
DUFF Auction Dalton -Janice Gelb, Joe Siclari
Help the Down Under Fan Fund bring one lucky fan from Australia to the upcoming Los 
Angeles Worldcon - while you win great stuff. Will you get Jennifer Gamer’s red bustier 
from “Elektra,” a date with China Mievillc, the ape bone from “2001,” or the Holy Grail's 
bheer coaster? Maybe (OK, certainly) not, but you still have a chance for signed first 
editions, fine old fanzines, plus other magnificent memorabilia. And remember, every little 
bit fosters (Aussie joke there) international fan fellowship.
Storytelling (for Kids) DragonsLair - Bruce Coville
Listen to one of our favorite Y/\ authors (and principal of Full Cast Audio) tell his stories 
...Adults welcome, but please let the kids sit in front.
Weber’s Honorverse Exeter - Timothy Liebe
Since the publication of On Basilisk Station in 1993, David Weber’s “Honorverse” has 
expanded far beyond the saga of its title character, Honor Harrington. Come discuss why 
this series has become such a popular starling point for a variety7 of authors, and hy
pothesize about the directions you see it heading in the future.
The Hard Edge of SF Gardner — Vince Docherty (m), John R. 
Douglas, Shariann Lewitt, Allen Steele, Charles Stross
In the broad universe we call “science fiction,” where are the sharp edges that push the 
boundaries of technology and science? What classifies the story7 (or indeed, the science) as 
“hard”? Have the science and technology used in some of the genre become so advanced 
that an average reader has difficulty accessing the story7? If so, is there a solution?
Exploring Mars: The Inside Story Hampton - Linda Fuhrman.
William Hartmann, Jeff Hecht (m), Geoffrey A. Landis
When SF imagined the exploration of Mars, it was done by military spacecraft or grizzled 
prospectors or eccentric scientists in secret, and no one back on Earth really could 
participate. The reality is quite different. What is it like exploring Mars for real? What are 
the years of preparation like? How do you develop an idea and build a team? When (if!) 
funding comes, how can the individual still participate and make a difference? Is it still 
fun? Is it still exciting? Would you trade it for something else? Hear the inside story from 
people who are exploring Mars!
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Forensic Science-On TV and Elsewhere Jefferson - Thomas A.
Easton, Robert I. Katz, Paul Levinson (m), Wen Spencer
Like old DNA, the forensics fad is proving peculiarly fade-resistant. It’s even the most 
popular new major at some colleges. But isn't the lech on TV’s “CSI” as much science 
fiction as fact? Do real forensics geeks boss detectives around, conduct interrogations, and 
draw their guns daily? What’s Dr. Grissom got that Dr. D’Amato doesn’t? And when can 
we look forward to “CSI: Marsport”?
Why Graphic Novels (Sometimes?) Work Kent - Lenny Bailes, 
Geary Gravel, Teresa Nielsen Hayden (m)
Discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of material (past/present/future) presented in 
this medium. I low hard is it to adapt material from different media to it? What works, 
what doesn’t?
The Strength of Sadness: With Mourning Comes Magic Republic 
B - Ginjer Buchanan (m), Esther Friesner, George R. R. Martin. 
Paul Park, Melissa Scott
Good people die. Bad things happen. But - we all soldier on... Sometimes we're stronger for 
it. And so is the story. How can a writer harvest the power of the sadder sidc(s) of life to make 
a tale uplifting, without being maudlin? (And is it true that a song of love is a sad song...?) 

2:30 pm
Literary Beer with Patricia Bray & David G. Hartwell Hotel Bar 
Reading by F. Brett Cox Conference
The Short Fiction of Susanna Clarke Exeter - Gregory P'eeley
Prior to the publication of her immense novel Jonathan Strange and Mr Norrell, Susanna 
Clarke published seven novelettes in the United Slates, as well as a very short story that 
appeared in the New York Times just after the novel’s publication in 2004. Although 
reprinted in year’s best anthologies and nominated for awards, these stories are not 
generally known to her new and larger audience. Let’s talk about them.

3:00 pm
Autographing with Tobias Buckcll, Sarah Monette and Joshua B. 
Palmatier Const. Foyer
Filk Networking Clarendon - Robin F. Holly, Steve Macdonald, 
Gary D. McGath (m)
Filk is now found in several countries. How can fl Ikers keep in touch and learn about 
songs and activities outside their areas?
Reading by Daniel P. Dern Conference
Kaffeeklatsch with Leigh Grossman, Patrick Nielsen Hayden, 
Teresa Nielsen Hayden Commonwealth
Knitting Commonwealth
Art Ex Machina Dalton - Bob Eggleton, Irene Gallo, Thomas
Kidd, Margaret Organ-Kean (m)
Discuss the advances (both artistic and from a business viewpoint) of computer- created 
artwork. Why now?
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Kids - Build a Space Habitat! DragonsLair - Kathryn Cramer 
Talk about the realities of living in outer space, or on another planet. Then, imagine your 
own space habitat! Make one to take home, using our supply of paper tubes, craft sticks, 
shiny sticky papers, and home-made playdough.
Shakespearean Language in Fantasy Exeter - Greer Gilman 
Shakespeare’s language is alien and yet familiar; it overwhelms us with its sheer intensity, 
and yet we’re carried by the music of it, swept along. Now, examine how it is used in 
fantasy.
What’s a Planet? Gardner- Michael A. Burstein (m), William 
Hartmann, Jeff Hecht, Geoffrey A. Landis, MarkL. Olson 
So they say that Pluto isn’t a planet any more? Then was it ever a planet? Are there eight, 
nine, ten, or a dozen planets in the Solar System? Just what is a planet? Are they defined 
by their orbital characteristics? Their physical properties? Or is a planet defined by what 
it is not? Are these sorts of questions even useful? Is the ambiguity limited to the 
plutinos? (And what are they, anyway?) Does it make sense to talk about free-floating 
planets not orbiting stars? Talk about the evolution of the concept of planet, especially in 
the context of the theories of the formation of planets, the variety of planetary bodies 
which have been discovered to date, and perhaps speculate on what might still be out 
there waiting to be found.
Reading by George R. R. Martin Hampton
Time to Remake The Lord of the Rings'? Jefferson - Susan 
Hanniford Crowley, MaryAnn Johanson, Timothy Liebe, Laurie 
Mann (m), Faye Ringel
Peter Jackson remade King Kong 72 years after the original - what took him so long? In 
our speeded-up age, isn't it already time to start thinking about remaking Jackson’s 
own" Lord of the Rings trilogy? Who do we cast, who directs , and what do we do 
differently? (OK, Faramir is obvious, but...) And what other SF/F/H movies might also be 
ready for a do-over? How does what we saw' before affect what we do in the future? 
Meta Stories: The Big Picture Kent - Ginjer Buchanan, Steve 
Miller (m), Tamora Pierce, Melissa Scott, Ann Tonsor Zeddies 
Oh, what a tangled web the author weaves...when he/she brings together previously linear 
scries. How do you blend books, converge, diverge, spin off. or spin together? Why do it? 
Higgins Armory Sword Guild-4 Presentations Republic A
(1) Armored Combat: See the clash of fully-armorcd knights as they would have fought in 
the Middle Ages. Hollywood’s images of armored combat rely on made-up moves and 
special effects. Now, find out about the actual techniques the knights used in battle.
(2) German Longsw'ord: Do you think a strong arm is all you need to use a sword? It isn’t 
so. Experience the subtleties of the medieval German tradition of longsword combat, in a 
demonstration of techniques from a 1570 fight manual.
(3) Medieval Master of Arms: Witness the subtle skills of attack, parry, and grapple, as 
the combat arts offalchion, dagger, halberd, sword and buckler arc brought to life from 
forgotten manuals.
(4) Swordplay through the Ages: The sword w'as the weapon par excellence for hundreds 
of years, and a symbol of both nobility' and might. During that time, its techniques 
changed dramatically. From the subtleties of the knightly longsword, to the simplicity of 
the military saber, watch authentic swordplay styles recovered from surviving manuals.
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Alternate Futures Republic B -KenMacLeod, Beth Meacham (m), 
Steven Popkes, Mike Resnick, Karl Schroeder
We talk about alternate histories, but there arc also alternate futures. Talk about some of 
the futures which might plausibly grow from today. Arc some of the traditional SF futures 
no longer possible? (We’re not talking about details here - obviously commercial space 
flights to the Moon by 2001 didn’t happen, but what about tropes like the Mars colony 
rebelling against the oppressive Earth government?) Is history really at an end? How do 
you build a future anyway? How about futures based on alternate pasts - do they count?

3:30 pm
Literary Beer with Jeffrey A. Carver & Steven Sawicki Hotel Bar 
Reading by Jess Hartley Conference

4:00 pm
Autographing with Paul Levinson & Karl Schroeder Const. Foyer 
Nightmares and Drcams Clarendon - Craig Shaw Gardner, Greer 
Gilman, Shariann Lewitt, Paul Park (m)
Henry' James is supposed to have said, “Tell a drcam, lose a reader.” Has there ever been a 
dream sequence in genre literature that was really convincing? How about really interest
ing? And how about nightmares? Do they work better? Discuss, compare, contrast, and 
turn in your paper...
Reading by Joshua B. Palmatier Conference
Kaffeeklatsch with Daniel P. Dern & Allen Steele Commonwealth
Broad Universe Rapid Fire Reading Dalton
Come hear members of Broad Universe, an organization devoted to the promotion of 
women writers in speculative fiction, read from their recent works.
Kid’s Concert DragonsLair-Steve Macdonald, Mary Ellen Wessels
Make music and sing along with our Filk Guest of Honor and friends!
What Do Editors Actually Do? Exeter - George H. Scithers
A short discussion with an editor of 47 years’ experience on how much work his job 
really is - and how easy it is to learn how to do each part of it. While it helps to start out 
as, say, a second assistant deputy' aide to an experienced editor, it’s also possible to start 
out on one's own, picking up I lelpful Hints from colleagues and (dare we say it?) lectures 
like this one...along with a certain mix of humility' and self-confidence.
War and Peace Gardner - Walter H. Hunt (m), Clayton L. McNally, 
Tamora Pierce, John Scalzi, Ann Tonsor Zeddies
Why are so many SF/F books about war and not peace? And who is good (believable, 
anyway) at writing about war and who needs to go back to boot camp? Panelists will 
discuss realistic and unrealistic depictions of war in fantasy and science fiction...and may 
even do the same for peace...
Technology Today! Hampton - Tobias Buckell, Coty Doctorow, 
Ernest Lilley (m), Edie Stern, Alicia Kestrel Verlager
What ultracool new gadgets do we gotta get? Which latest technotrend gets us closest to 
realizing some long-desired SF toy? Any chance it will truly make us healthy, happy, or 
wise? (Well, how about just cleaner or greener?) What unintended consequences have
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cropped up lately due to modem tech (besides cell phones on planes, to say the least?) 
Finally, is the curve of technological progress finally flattening, or arcing up higher?
What I’ve Learned From SF/F/H Jefferson -John M. Ford, Esther 
Friesner, David G Hartwell, Mike Resnick (m), Eleanor Wood 
Chicken soup for the fannish soul? How did science fiction, fantasy and horror help you 
make great decisions in your life? (Or not.)
60’s Spy TV Kent - Elizabeth Bear (m), Michael A. Burstein, 
Daniel Kimmel, Timothy Liebe
With groundbreaking characters - strong women like Emma Peel and Cathy Gale; sympa
thetic Soviets like Iliya Kuryakin; black men like Alexander Scott and Barney Collier, 
whose significant trait was their brains rather than ethnicity - and in the context of 
fantasy and fun. these programs helped shatter stereotypes in ways that can still be seen 
as groundbreaking today. (And we haven’t even gotten to those glorious gadgets cither...) 
Classicalism in Science Fiction and Fantasy Republic B -Donato 
Giancola
Join Guest Artist Donato Giancola in a comprehensive slide presentation on the classical 
and modern influences in his art; from the great figuration of Rubens to the portraiture of 
Rembrandt, sec how this contemporary artist blends these traditional influences with the 
fascinating worlds of science fiction and fantasy today.

4:30 pm
Literary Beer with Charles Stross and Mary A. Turzillo Hotel Bai- 
Reading by Naomi Novik Conference

5:00 pm
Autographing with Geoffrey A. Landis, Sharon Lee, Steve Miller 
and Allen Steele Const. Foyer
Sword and Sorcery and What Happened After Clarendon - Ellen 
Asher, Mark L. Olson (m), Darrell Schweitzer, George H Scithers 
Where have all the barbarians gone? (Long time passing?) How and why did High Fantasy 
supplant Sword and Sorcery? Can there ever be the likes of deCamp and Conan, the Grey 
Mouser and Howard, etc., etc., again?
Reading by Tom Kidd Conference
Figure Skating Fans Get-together Commonwealth 
Kaffeeklatsch with Paul Park & Melissa Scott Commonwealth 
Medical Ethics: Past, Present, and Future Dalton- James 
Cambias, Elaine Isaak, Robert I. Katz, Paul Levinson (m) 
r\s physicians’ power to actually affect outcomes grows, ethical challenges multiply. 
Does “First, Do No Harm” still apply to docs assisting coercive government interroga
tion? How about abortions? Body sculpting...and other (more futuristic) human alter
ations? How have ethics changed over the years, and how do (must?!) they keep chan
ging? What would be our eventual ethical responses to treatment rationing? Cloning? Gene 
therapy? Cognitive enhancement? Immortality? Remember-- if we don’t deal with this 
now, it might be too late...
About Clarion Exeter-James Patrick Kelly
Clarion is alive and well! For those interested in attending this year’s session at Michigan
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State, we are currently reading manuscripts. Stop in for a preview of what to expect. 
Additionally, alumni and friends will want to catch up on the latest developments, and 
explore the new online benefits in becoming a member of the Clarion Circle.
Blogs, Boing Boing, and Beyond Gardner - Kathryn Cramer (m), 
Daniel P. Dern, Cory Doctorow, Mary Ann Johanson, Teresa 
Nielsen Hayden
Our panelists include several leading lights ofthe SF techno/wcblog world. Let’s find out 
about how blogs-those ethereal columns/commonplace books/clcaringhouses/joumals/ 
digests/linkapoloozas - have evolved since they first began. What have been their greatest 
lessons? Failures? Successes? Surprises? What do they replace? Who (and how) do they 
influence? Where are they going? (Will they get there?)
Reading by Ken MacLeod 1 lampton
How To Lie With Statistics Jefferson- Michael E Flynn
if you and Bill Gates attend and enjoy 100 percent of this funny, informative, perennially 
popular talk, how much over $51 billion will the average net worth of the audience be?
NESFA Hymnal Singing Kent- LoisH. Mangan

5:30 pm
Literary7 Beer with Karl Schroeder and Wen Spencer Hotel Bar 
Reading by John Farrell Conference
About Viable Paradise Exeter -James D. Macdonald
Now entering its tenth year and currently open for applications, Viable Paradise is a one- 
week intensive science fiction and fantasy writers workshop that takes place every 
autumn on Martha’s Vineyard. Get a brief overview ofthe workshop, and get all your 
questions about it answered.

7:00 pm
Kids’ Costuming-Space Cowboys! DragonsLair
Fabrics, Pins, Imagination! Come make your own costume.

7:30 pm
Space Cowboys on Hawaiian Holiday Dessert Luau Consuite
Get Ici’d, meet the natives, and taste the fate of 21 coconuts!

8:00 pm
Japanese Paper Crafts DragonsLair
Create paper animals, rockets, balls, or your own creation using the ancient art of 
Japanese paper folding.
Filk Concert Jefferson - Faye Ringel

8:30 pm
Filk Concert Jefferson -Jane Sibley

9:00 pm
Filking starts in Clarendon
Boskone & NESFA Awards Ceremony Republic B
Presentations to our honored guests - and announcement of the winners of the Jack
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Gaughan Award for Best Emerging Artist, and the ever popular (“Put it where the sun 
doesn’t shine”) Skylark Award!

9:30 pm
Hugo Discussion Group Hampton- Claire Anderson, BohDevney 
Vince Docherty, Jim Mann (m)
Science fiction, fantasy, and horror produced some damned fine stories, books, movies, 
art, and other ornaments to the universe during 2005. Which are worth a rocket? Why? 
Any sleepers?
Space Cowboys in Space on Hawaiian Holiday Republic B 
Amusements include: Alien Sacrifice, Best Hawaiian Garb Contest, Casino Games, 
Cheeblcmancy, Face Painting, Hula and Hoops, Thcramin Thrills, Tiki Roping, Tropical 
Tarot, and more, of course!

Sunday
10:00 am

Poem to Song Clarendon - Rosemary Kirstein
Not all good poems make good songs; not all good songs read well as poems. When author 
Laurie J. Marks included lyrics for a ballad in the manuscript for a book, fellow writers’ 
group member and singer/songwriter Rosemary Kirstein offered to write the music. But - 
changes (some small, some large) were necessary. Kirstein will read the original lyrics as 
she first encountered them, and recreate the process of turning them into a song. She’ll 
explain her analysis, pinpoint reasons for changes in word-choice and narrative structure; 
explain the interplay between melody and lyrics and the method she used to find the 
melody; and finally sing the completed song.
Reading by Michael A. Burstein Conference
Kaffeeklatsch with James Cambias & Cory Doctorow Commonwealth 
Reading by John Scalzi Dalton
Decorating Cookies DragonsLair
I lome-madc frosting, sugar cookies...what more could you ask for on a Sunday morning? 
Learn some decorating techniques and take your creations home.
Why So Many Hurricanes? Exeter-Jeff Hecht
The 2005 North Atlantic hurricane season was the most active on record, with a record 27 
tropical storms, 15 hurricanes, four Category 5 hurricanes, and the worst property 
damage on record. We’ll talk about why it was such a disastrous year.
Pullman vs. Lewis Gardner -John Farrell, Gregory Feeley (tn), 
James D. Macdonald, Faye Ringel, Mary A. Turzillo
Both Pullman’s His Dark Materials scries and Lewis’s Chronicles of Narnia appeal to the 
young adult and adult audience. How do these scries explore the nature of religion? How 
do they differ in concepts of good and evil, authority and responsibility? Pullman has 
criticized Lewis’s work as religious propaganda, “blatantly racist,” and “monumentally 
disparaging ofwomen.” How' would Lewis reply? Is Pullman calling the kettle black? Can 
we still appreciate both?
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What I Do When I Should Be Writing 1 lampton - Darlene Marshall 
(m), Beth Bernobich, Sarah Monette, Steven Popkes, Wen Spencer 
G.B. Shaw said of the English encyclopedist Samuel Johnson, “I have not wasted my time 
trifling with literary fools in taverns as Johnson did when he should have been shaking 
England with the thunder of his spirit.” Done any tavern-trifling yourself lately? I low 
abut TV watching? Web surfing? Cat vacuuming? How else do you distract yourself from 
getting any work done...and how do you get back to the writing?
Whither Animation? Jefferson - Lenny Bailes, Bob Devney (m), 
Esther Friesner, Timothy Liebe, Timothy P. Szczesuil
This genre is wide and deep and wonderful. Discuss briefly. But...Miyazaki is 65 and 
threatening retirement. What new players are on the horizon from the Rising Sun - and 
elsewhere? And outside anime, Sylvain Chomet of the sublime Triplets of Belleville has 
two new flicks announced. What else is coming up soon? With computer-generated 
imagery (CGI), is the future of animation to be merged into live action, with most movies 
becoming a mixture of both?
Artistic Inspirations Republic A - Donato Giancola (m), Thomas 
Kidd, Margaret Organ-Kean, Omar Rayyan
Join a few of the top artists today in a discussion ranging from the sources of their inspira
tion, through climactic revelations, to humbling moments. Travel with them on that twisted 
path in the search for content and the means to accurately express their greatest motivations. 
The Happy Peasant Republic B - Judith Berman, Patricia Bray, 
Susan Hanniford Crowley, Joshua B. Palmatier, Tamora Pierce 
Recalling the immortal line from Monty Python and the Holy Grail -in a medieval land
scape, how can you tell who’s king? “He hasn’t got shit all over him.” Discuss re 
peasants, relative degree of delight probably possessed.

10:30 am
Reading by Geary Gravel Conference
Reading by John M. Ford Dalton
Researching the Ancient Past for SF Exeter - Paul Levinson
How docs a writer research ancient history for a science fiction novel? The Web's a good 
place to start - but make sure you find at least three separate sources for facts and details 
in any dispute, as the Internet is rife with fiction (and not in the helpful sense). Encyclo
pedias - the older the better - can be treasure troves: most of the recent ones leave out 
lots of great old details. Museums arc good places too - and in a pinch, you can even put 
them into your novel as great places for characters to prowl. Find out how to marshal 
these and other great techniques to get the facts right.

11:00 am
Autographing with Kathryn Cramer, Cory Doctorow and Charles 
Stross Const. Foyer
TV on DVD Clarendon - Claire A nderson, Mary Ann Johanson (m), 
Laurie Mann, Shara Zoll
From Firefly to Futurama to Lost, those boxed season sets are proving popular with fans. 
What arc the hits? Misses? Are you reliving reruns or playing catch-up? Do you 
experience story arcs differently? Is it worth the extras alone? I low do you find the time?
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Reading by Tobias Buckell Conference
Kaffeeklatsch with George R. R. Martin, Joshua B. Palmatier
Commonwealth
Long Live the Legion Commonwealth -Priscilla Olson
Reading by Ann Tonsor Zeddies Dalton
Kids: Building Hovercraft DragonsLair - Larry Pfeffer
We’ll build balloon-powered hovercraft that float across a tabletop. Ths project combines 
easy craft skills with simple science, to make a fun toy to play with. Take yours home; 
amaze your friends; intrigue your teachers!
Novelizing Battlestar Galactica - a Dialog Exeter - Jeffrey A.
Carver, Craig Shaw Gardner
From small screen to paperback, this dialog explores the process of writing a Battlestar 
Galactica novelization. The authors discuss their varying approaches, and discuss the 
show in general.
The Conventional Tropes of SF Gardner -Don D Ammassa, John 
R. Douglas (m), Walter H. Hunt, John McDaid, Allen Steele 
A ’‘trope" now signifies an accepted SF/F/II theme: hyperdrives, cyborging, immortality, 
time travel, wizards, ghosts...what do they say about our field? Ourselves? What are the 
important tropes of the field? The new ones? (I ley — when’s the last time we added a new 
one?) The ones with the most juice left?
Audio Books Hampton — Bruce Coville, Timothy Liebe, Alicia 
Kestrel Verlager, Eleanor Wood (m)
How should a book sound? Should it be abridged? Dialog (and even descriptive narrative) 
are fairly easy (arc they?), but what can you do about footnotes? Pictures? Weird 
punctuation? Charls? Discuss the present world of audio books, from straightforward 
narrations, full cast, dramatizations, text books for the blind... Where is it all going? Has 
the market changed significantly to encourage the production of more of these products? 
If so, what’s driving it all?
Venus Jefferson - Geoffrey A. Landis
A new look at the Morning Star.
But Wait, There’s More! — Finding Out About Other Conventions 
Kent — Janice Gelb (m), Fred Lerner, Parris McBride, Peter Weston 
Where are they? What are they like? How are they different from each other? How do 
you select the one(s) for you?
Scientific Technology...in the Middle Ages Republic A- Debra 
Doyle, Michael F. Flynn (m), Elaine Isaak, Faye Ringel
De revolntione scientia in tempestas media...(could there have been a scientific revolution 
in the Middle Ages?) What elements were present, which absent? What scientific- 
advances did take place? I low did religion and natural philosophy interrelate - and how 
might this have affected Science? And, if technology was present (and progressing) in the 
medieval world, why is it so often absent (or replaced by magic) in many of the fantasy 
worlds that seek to emulate Europe’s middle ages? Could Tolkien’s mindset (that industry 
was somewhat evil) have soured the prospects for technology in fantasy today?
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Homagc...or, Stcaling(?) from the Classics Republic B -John M. 
Ford, Ken MacLeod, Mark L. Olson (m), John Scalzi, Karl Schroeder 
Ken MacLeod is having a conversation with classic SF - he clearly has a deep affection 
for the genre, and incorporates classic phrases that allude to other stories in the canon. 
Who else docs this, well or badly? What makes it fun? When is it more like stealing?

11:30 am
Reading by Robert I. Katz Conference
Loving Horses - a Dialog Exeter - Ellen Asher, Beth Meacham 
They can step on you, and have big scary teeth, and have to get brushed, and mucked out. 
and all sorts of other yucky things... Well. OK - that was from the person writing 
this...but listen to our two editors discussing horses, and you might come away with a 
completely different view of the topic critters!

12:00 noon
Autographing with David G Hartwell, George R. R. Martin, 
John Scalzi Const. Foyer
Reviewing Without Spoiling Clarendon - Don D ’Ammassa, 
Thomas A. Easton, Ernest Lilley (m), Steven Sawicki 
What arc our expert reviewers’ usual tricks of wording? Omission? Misdirection? 
Prestidigitation? .Arc some readers onto them already? What if there’s a surprise on page 
1? In series, how do you handle later installments without spoiling earlier books? With 
classic reprints, can you assume widespread foreknowledge? Should you hint at the very 
existence of a major surprise?
Reading by Judith Berman Conference
Kaffeeklatsch with Greer Gilman, Robert I. Katz Commonwealth 
Reading by Rosemary Kirstein Dalton
Magic Show Dragons Lair- Daniel P Dern
Illusion! Appearances and Disappearances of small objects! Arc you sure that quarter 
wasn’t in your ear?
Discussing The Princess Bride Exeter - Mary Ann Johanson 
Come help the Chick Flick Philosopher figure out the enduring appeal of this fractured 
fairy’ tale.
On Sheckley Gardner - Mike Resnick
Robert Sheckley (1928-2005) was the field's first great satirist. Uis work - 15 novels and 
around 400 short stories - draws comparisons to Voltaire, Kalka, and the Marx Brothers. 
But mightn’t Sheckley himself be the first to say his greatest contributions to human 
culture (besides two NESFA Press books...available in the Hucksters’ Room) were the 
idea of intelligent refrigerators and an Ursula Andress movie?
The Year in Physics and Astronomy Hampton -John Farrell, Jeff 
Hecht, MarkL. Olson
What’s new in physics and astronomy since last Boskone? (Answer: A lot!) 
Out of the Slush Pile (Endlessly Orbiting?) Jefferson - Ginjer 
Buchanan (m), Jeffrey A. Carver, Elaine Isaak, George H. Scithers, 
Paul Tremblay



24 Sunday 12 noon -1 pro
’‘It was a dark and stormy night” is probably not the best way to start a short story that 
will grab an editor (in the right way, anyway...). Editors peruse hundreds of stories a 
week, and most have the same openings or the same mistakes - on the first page! Find out 
how to avoid these common mistakes, and make your story shine brightly enough that it 
will leap out of the slushpilc (mixed metaphors probably don’t work well in stories 
either, alas...). What arc other ideas to help new writers get started?
SF as Literature? Kent - Lenny Bailes, F Brett Cox, William 
Hartmann, James Patrick Kelly (m), Chad Orzel
Is it ever? What makes it so? Docs intent matter? Who decides? Why do we care? 
Guest Artist Interview Republic A - Irene Gallo, Donato Giancola 
Watch our Official Artist paint a verbal self-portrait. How did he come to create his 
analytical engines, fallen knights, fossil dragons, fracture-vectored cityscapes, cute 
cartographers, and reflective robots, as well as the most sumptuous crowd scenes since 
the Renaissance?
Intellectual Property: Public Domain Issues Republic B -Cory 
Doctorow, Deb Geisler (m), Patrick Nielsen Hayden
Pity we couldn’t find really sharp, informed, opinionated people for this panel. But, if 
you coax them, folks, these guys may discuss why U.S. copyright laws arc Mickey 
Mouse; theme park rights to short stories; what the heirs of I I.G Wells did to Stephen 
Baxter; what Google, Hollywood, Microsoft, and Harlan Ellison are up to; and other IP 
items of interest...

12:30 pm
Literary Beer with Bruce Coville, Geoffrey A. Landis Hotel Bar 
Reading by Mary A. Turzillo Conference
Reading by Tamora Pierce Dalton
Zygote Games Exeter- James Cambias
Hear about the joys and sorrows of starting an independent game company devoted to 
science and nature games. Do you really want to do this too?

1:00 pm
Autographing with Patricia Bray, Michael F. Flynn, Esther 
F riesner, Ann Tonsor Zeddies Const. Foyer
Campbell Soup Clarendon- Elizabeth Bear, Michael A. Burstein
(m), Wen Spencer
How docs being nominated for or winning the Campbell affect you as a writer? Does it 
help your career in publishing?
Reading by Sarah Monette Conference
Kaffeeklatsch with Debra Doyle, John Scalzi Commonwealth 
Discussing Pride and Prejudice (the New Movie) Commonwealth 
How canonical must it be? Did it work? Was Darcy believable?
Reading by James Patrick Kelly Dalton
Nautical Novels Exeter—Darlene Marshall (m), Beth Bernobich, 
James D. Macdonald, Jim Mann, Patrick Nielsen Hayden
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Sea stories of the age of fighting sail...pirates...shrimp boats? Why do so many fans like 
this stuff? (Timm, well, maybe not the shrimp boats.) Perhaps a cruise is like a conven
tion: we all embark together into a small but stimulating environment with its own rich 
customs (sodomy and the lash?), language, hierarchy, jokes, smells...
Sense of Wonder: What Inspire(s)(d) It? Gardner -Kathryn 
Cramer, Fred Lerner (m), Mike Resnick, Karl Schroeder, Allen Steele 
Genre fiction is often noted as providing an experience to the author - a “sense of 
wonder." The wonder could be from first contact with an alien, the discovery of a hidden 
land, an encounter with unexpected magic...it could be from hundreds of experiences. Can 
this group of experts more closely define and provide examples of, where the wonder was 
or is? And what inspired(s)(d) it most?
Filk Concert Jefferson - Mary Ellen Wessels
Short and Scary: Does Horror Fiction Favor Short Forms? Kent-
Craig Shaw Gardner, Steven Popkes, Steven Sawicki, Darrell 
Schweitzer (m), Paul Tremblay
Even though our bookshelves may be crammed with horror novels, it’s often said that 
horror works best in shorter forms. Hear several experienced writers debate, compare, 
contrast, and recommend dark fiction in its many forms.
Guest of Honor Speech: Where I Get My Other Ideas Republic B 
- Ken MacLeod
He once did an alternate history set in a world where the Roswell saucer didn’t crash. He 
suspects the Devil invented the Internet. Ilis novel Newton's Wake starts with a Glasgow 
crime family’s having gotten its greedy hands on a wormhole network, while his most 
recent opus Learning the World features bats from outer space. He’s been called the 
greatest living Trotskyite libertarian cyberpunk science-fiction humorist. Once, bored, he 
gave up reading (SF) for 10 years. We suspect he can find something interesting to say 
today.

1:30 pm
Literary Beer with Walter H. Hunt, Paul Levinson Hotel Bar 
Reading by Greer Gilman Conference
Reading by Geoffrey A. Landis Dalton
Theme Concert - Songs About “Journeys” Jefferson 
Art Show Auction Republic A
You bid, you win, you pay.

2:00 pm
Autographing with Elizabeth Bear, William Hartmann Const. Foyer 
Talk with Tammy Clarendon - Tamora Pierce
This is for kids up to 18 years old: Join Tamora Pierce for an hour of discussion.
Reading by Elaine Isaak Conference
Weird Quantum Phenomena Exeter - Chad Orzel
From “God docs not play dice” to “spooky action at a distance," from wave-particle duality 
to wavefunction collapse... Quantum Mechanics is one of the strangest and most powerful 
theories in the history of science. What’s all that weird stuff about, and w'hat is it good for?



26 Sunday 2 pm - 3 pm
Urban Legend Smackdown Gardner - Michael A. Burstein, Esther 
Friesner, Craig Shaw Gardner, Leigh Grossman (m)
“Psssst! Did you hear the one about the giant albino alligators in the sewer system which 
bite the fingers off sleeping toddlers and put them in the Chicken Biscuits at the local 
Happy King?” What DO you know (which ain’t necessarily true)? Panelists must put 
together believable urban legends on the spot, from elements of pre-existing urban legends, 
or submitted for consideration by audience members! (Who will also vote on 
their...believability?...or, maybe not...) It ain’t over till the Doberman chokes on the 
Vanishing Hitchhiker!
Preserving Culture in Small Systems Hampton - Tobias Buckell, F. 
Brett Cox, Michael E F'lynn, Sharon Lee (m), Ken MacLeod 
The classic case is the generation ship where something goes wrong and the culture which 
sent the ship out is overcome by a strongman or superstition. Join this discussion of 
“cultural drift." Why are small systems fragile, and what can be done with planning your 
mission to the nearest star (or wherever) to guard against this problem?
MASS FILC Meeting Jefferson
Why Serenity Was More Fun than Star Wars Kent - Bob Devney 
(tn), Mary Ann Johanson, Laurie Mann
This recent sequel to the short-lived but beloved TV series Firefly was in every way a 
better SF adventure movie than Revenge of the Sith... featuring, for instance, actually 
understandable plot and characterization. And we won’t even talk about better belly 
laughs and battles, heroics and heartbreak, duels, death, and dialog. OK, actually we will... 
Cyborgs: After Man, and Beyond Republic B - Cory Doctorow, 
Robert I. Katz (m), Karl Schroeder, Charles Stross, Alicia Kestrel 
Verlager
Which writers are best at imagining the consequences as we move from tattoos, pacemak
ers, and dental implants to piping the Web directly into our heads? What’s life like when 
we can reboot our gender? Breathe vacuum? Eat sunlight? What are the economics, 
esthetics, politics, poetics, and other possibilities of the human- technological translation 
from humanism to transhumanism to transmattcrism? Where arc the firelines we draw as 
these tropes of SF become facts of life?

3:00 pm
Sunday (Dead-Dog) FiIking...Begins... Jefferson
Gripe Session Republic A— Pam Fremon (m), Suford Lewis, Tony 
Lewis, Sheila M. Perry.
Wherein you tell us what we did right, and 
what went wrong. While we can’t fix any 
of this year’s problems, we can use your 
ideas to make Boskonc 44 even better!
Help us come up with ideas for next year in 
our new location.



27Boskone Gaming Schedule
Friday:
5 pm St. Petersburg - Such a beautiful city, St. Petersburg is, if only in your 

head. Plan your moves well enough and you may see it through to fruition, 
plan poorly and it’ll never get off the ground.

6:30 pm 80’s Name That Tune - First you test your 80’s music trivia knowledge. 
Then you test your 80’s music video knowledge. If you can name that tunc 
in the fewest seconds then you are the winner.

7:30 pm Top Shop - Think you can run a business? Opening stores, keeping 
them stocked, expanding, and making sure your opponents don’t take them 
out from under you. Sounds complicated, but this is actually a kids video 
game that’s random enough to keep the adults interested. Tournament game. 
Please attend if you do not know how to play if you wish to be in the 
tournament.

8 pm Fearsom Floors - Your trapped in an awful, dirty dungeon, but so is the 
monster trying to catch you. Can you avoid him and get out in time? Take 
the quick path and you may run right past him. Take the slow path and you 
can plan your way around him. Tournament game. Please attend demo if 
you don’t know how to play and wish to be in the tournament.

10 pm Mechwarrior Storyline Event - The Bear In Winter (Constructed) - 2 
players. 600 point total. 4 orders per turn. 300 points of the build total must 
be spent on units with the same faction symbols or faction symbols allied 
via a house alliance. This included any recruitment costs or mercenary 
contracts being used. When determining the point value of a mech, include 
any gear or pilots assigned to it. When determing the faction symbol of 
units without a faction symbol, use the symbol of the faction that the unit 
will be recruited to (if applicable), either by paying the recruitment cost or 
using a mercenary contract card.

Saturday:
10 am High Stakes Drifter Sealed - Load your deck & draw your guns, it’s time 

to ante up for a multiplayer, betting & bluffing card game.
11 am Heroclix Unrestricted - 1000 pts.
11:30 am Super Munchkin - Your favorite Munchkins are back, and this time 

they’re wearing tights! Yes, Munchkin has invaded the land of super heroes, 
complete with headquarters, superpowers, and flowing red capes. Come by 
and learn all the latest updates for Munchkin. Tournament game. Please 
attend the demo if you do not know to play and wish to play in the 
tournament.

12 n High Stakes Drifter Unrestricted
1 pm High Stakes Drifter Constructed
1:30 pm Three Dragon Ante - Dragons love treasure. Can you keep yours from 

the other greedy dragons? Use your dragons and mortals to take money 
and cards away from players, or go for the points to win the pot. Tournament 
game. Please attend the demo if you don’t know how to play and wish to 
play in the tournament.



2.8
2 pm Heroclix Constructed - 500 pts.
2:30 pm Boskone43 King of the Game Room Tournament
6 pm Heroclix Constructed - 300 pts.
9 pm Dork Tower - This i the remake of 1980’s Dark Tower. Guide your adventurer 

throughout the lands, destroying monsters that folow the evil wizard. Gain 
powers and upgrade your weapons and armor. Learn new spells. When 
your ready, take on the wizard, but be well prepared, for if you fail, there is 
no second chance.

Sunday:
10 am Ninjaburger - your favorite ninjas are back and this time they’re Sumo- 

sized. This includes the expansion pack which gives you more wacky 
ninjas to choose from, more fortune cards and more hilarious missions. 
Complete your mission without being detected and earn honor. Earn enough 
and you will be promoted to restaurant manager. Fail, however, and you 
must answer to your ancestors!

11 am Heroclix Unrestricted - 600 pts.
12 n Chez Geek - The card game that covers all the details of life in a college 

dorm. Earn your slack goal to win the game, but it’s not sso easy to just sit 
around and do nothing.

1 pm The Haunting House - You just had to go into the house. The door closed 
behind you and it won’t open. There has to be an exit somewhere, but you 
can’t find it because the floor rearranges itself right before your eyes! 
Avoid the ghosts and find your way to the third floor to win.

3 pm King Louis XIV - The court of King Louis XIV. Can you influence it 
enough to gain his favor? Use your points wisely to earn rewards, lest the 
king pass you buy and leave you to the commoners.

5 pm High Stakes Drifter Constructed

Tournament Rules
The games for the tournament are: Munchkin (all decks), Fearsome Floors, 

Three Dragon Ante, and Top Shop. All players must know how to play the 
games to enter the tournament. All games are scheduled to be demoed before 
the tournament. Please attend the demos if you don’t know how to play and 
wish to enter the tournament.

All players must sign the sign-up sheets. The sheets will be available to sign 
from 4 pm Friday until 2:30 pm Saturday.

All players must be present at the start time of 2:30 pm Saturday. Once the 
tournament starts, no further entries will be allowed.

Players will be split up as evenly as possible to play the games as the games 
can only hold a limited number of people each. Each player will get to play each 
game in the tournament. Players would rotate from game to game as they finish.

Standings are based on a point system. The winner of a game gets 10 points, 
runner-up gets 9, etc. At the end of the tournament, all the points are added and 
the leader becomes the Boskone43 King of the Game Room. All prizes will be 
handed out at the end of the tournament, so make sure you can play through all 
the games.

Prizes were donated by the following: Blood & Cardstock Games, Rio 
Grande Games, Steve Jackson Games, and Wizards of the Coast.



29Anime 8 Video Schedule
Time Title Age

Friday
4:00 pm Appleseed Movie 15+
5:50 pm Thunderbirds: Attack Of The Alligators! 10+
6:45 pm Samurai 7 (episodes 1-4) 14+
8:30 pm RahXephon The Motion Picture 15+
10:30 pm Otaku no Video 14+

Saturday
10:00 am Taruto (A Magic Cat) 7+
11:10 am The Cat Returns 10+
12:30 pm Voices of a Distant Star 14+
1:15 pm InuYasha The Movie 3 14+
3:00 pm Steamboy 14+
5:10 pm The Hidden Fortress (live) 14+
7:30 pm Tsubasa Chronicle (2 episodes) 14+
8:20 pm Bleach (2 episodes) 15+
9:10 pm Gunslinger Girl (episodes 1 &2) 17+
10:00 pm Cutie Honey Live Action Movie 14+
11:35 pm Kai Doh Maru 17+

Sunday
10:00 am Catnapped The Movie 3+
11:15 am Nadia The Motion Picture 12+
1:20 pm Battle Skipper The Movie 14+

The Higgins Armoiy Sword Guild
The Higgins Armory Sword Guild reconstructs and practices techniques from medieval 
and Renaissance combat manuals. Areas of focus include the longsword; stall 
weapons; dagger; sword and buckler; and rapier, based on historical texts dating from 
1300 to 1600. New members arc invited to join and learn techniques revived from the 
long-lost works of medieval masters, as the Sword Guild recreates an antique combat 
school. A safety and body-mechanics course is required of all new members.

Higgins Armory: www.higgins.org 508-853-6015 
Sword Guild Web site: www,higginssword.org

http://www.higgins.org
higginssword.org


30 Sheraton 2nd Floor

Art Show: Back Bay 
Hucksters: Back Bay 
Program.Republic A and B 
Boskone Office: Meeting Planning I 
Information: Meeting Planning I 
Registration:Republic Foyer
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Program: Clarendon, Dalton, Exeter, Gardner, Hampton, 
Jefferson, Kent, Conference

Program Ops: Board
Anime/Video: Fairfax
Gaming: Fairfax
Con Suite: Commonwealth
Kaffeeklatsches: Commonwealth
Dragonslair (kids 7-12): Berkeley
Space Cadets (kids 2 1/2 - 6): Suite
Late Night Filking: Dalton & Clarendon
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